STUDY OF HAND GESTURE RECOGNITION AND CLASSIFICATION
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INTRODUCTION

Body language is one the non-verbal forms of communication and hand gestures and arm movement, posturing, face movement and eye gaze forms the non-verbal form of body language communication [1]. Gestures are considered as one of the methods used for conveying information through motion of the body. In hand gesture recognition system (GRS), hand gestures can be a continuous gesture referred as dynamic gestures or can be fixed or single gesture referred as static gestures [2].

Hand gesture plays a vital role in the day-to-day interaction devices such as smart homes, smartphones, and other gadgets; these devices use hands for communication, interfacing, and networking with the environment. Gesture recognition is considered as a multidisciplinary approach combining computer vision, pattern recognition, motion analysis, and machine learning [3].

Commonly used hand recognition techniques are (a) vision-based recognition and (b) non-vision-based recognition method. In vision-based approach, algorithms are used to derive hand pose and trajectory information and environmental factors such as background illumination, hands occlusion, and skin color plays a significant role during the recognition process. In non-vision-based scheme, users’ needs to wear data gloves and handle the cabling part of recognizing system [2].

GRS is divided into: (a) extraction, (b) estimation and classification, (c) recognition [4].

Segmentation is the primary process in extraction; in this process, input data are partitioned into demarked sections. Skin color is used as one of the common inputs for segmentation process. Various parametric tools exist for segmentation process like Gaussian model, Gaussian mixture model [4].

Hand shape and features are estimated using either hand contour or fingertip positions or palm center; also algorithms like self-growing and self-organized neural gas can be used for features estimation [4].

ABSTRACT

To recognize different hand gestures and achieve efficient classification to understand static and dynamic hand movements used for communications. Static and dynamic hand movements are first captured using gesture recognition devices including Kinect device, hand movement sensors, connecting electrodes, and accelerometers. These gestures are processed using hand gesture recognition algorithms such as multivariate fuzzy decision tree, hidden Markov models (HMM), dynamic time warping framework, latent regression forest, support vector machine, and surface electromyogram. Hand movements made by both single and double hands are captured by gesture capture devices with proper illumination conditions. These captured gestures are processed for occlusions and fingers close interactions for identification of right gesture and to classify the gesture and ignore the intermittent gestures. Real-time hand gestures recognition needs robust algorithms like HMM to detect only the intended gesture. Classified gestures are then compared for the effectiveness with training and tested standard datasets like sign language alphabets and KTH datasets. Hand gesture recognition plays a very important role in some of the applications such as sign language recognition, robotics, television control, rehabilitation, and music orchestration.
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GESTURES

Hand gestures used for communication and conveying emotions can be acquired from images, video sequences, and datasets. Gestures may be 2D gestures (plane) or 3D gestures (free-form) or static gestures or dynamic gestures. Static gestures are configuration based on hand position, and dynamic gestures are motion-based hands movement [3].

Badi et al. [5] state static hand gesture or hand posture as "posture is a combination of hand position, orientation and flexion observed at some time instance." Static hand gestures do not vary with respect to time signals. Static gestures can be evaluated using minimal set of images (single image or group of images captured at a specific time). Facial information is a good example for static gesture and also hand gestures such as "OK" or "STOP" signs provide complete understanding of the sign used for communication. Dynamic hand gestures are defined as continuous sequences of hand postures connected by motions/movements. In a continuous video sequence each frame defines a gesture, and entire video sequence defines gesture (single action gesture and multiple gestures). Examples for dynamic gestures includes “goodbye,” "come here" which is a combination of multiple gestures.

GESTURE CAPTURE DEVICES

Kinect

Tashiev [6] details about Kinect, device specifically designed for human-computer interaction (HCI) which includes features
Supporting gestures and speech in addition to skeletal and facial tracking. Furthermore, Kinect provides voice identification, and by fusion techniques, 3D data can be constructed. Kinect device made its first appearance in 2010 and the public version for Windows kernel development kit (KDK) was available in 2011 and 2013 KDK 1.7 version was released. Kinect sensor device has mainly four components: Element microphone array (4), color camera, depth camera, and tilting mechanism. Depth camera works on unstructured scattered light principle in which image is converted to depth image, and pixel value is the gap to object. Color camera is the traditional web camera. Microphone array consists of four supercardioid microphones operating at 16 kHz sampling rate, and camera position adjustments are done by tilting mechanisms.

Bhattacharya et al. [7] present approaches for gesture segmentation and classification by applying machine learning on Kinect’s data stream. Kinect device is capable of identifying human skeleton from the skeletal joints position of up to two people. Kinect processes skeletal data and delivers at 30 frames/second. With increasing distance from sensors, depth measurements increases and depth resolution decreases, and the recommended range is between 1 and 3 m.

Ibáñez et al. [8] propose use of easy gesture recognition tool along with Kinect for gesture recognition. This tool helps developers to overcome the need for machine learning algorithms; helping amateur users to archive gestures by building newer training datasets. These training datasets can be used for further machine learning techniques.

Chen et al. [9] use the concept of fusion of Kinect along with hand-held sensors for gesture identification. Input data are acquired from Kinect sensor and wireless sensors are secured to the user’s wrist, and the subject operates within Kinect specified operating range, <3 m. By this blending method, relatively better results are achieved than operated individually.

Sensors
Berman and Stern [10] describes sensors as equipment or group of gadgets which can be used as detectors for grasping gesture signals. Two of the most important platform characteristics of sensors are to check if the user needs to be a large number of user attached sensors or to be unencumbered and also does the system needs single sensor or numerous sensors. These multiple sensor platforms can be alike or dissimilar. Sensors that offer robustness and are flexible exhibit challenges in complexity and computational overhead. Some of the predominant features of sensors include resolution, pace of acknowledgment, range and dimensions, cost of sensors and its operating conditions and environment. Optical or light-based sensors and acoustics or sound-based sensor systems are the prime examples for unencumbered recognition setups. In encumbered sensor setups, devices like data gloves, markers, and infrared detectors are attached to the subjects making gesture capture a simpler process. Users must handheld or wear relevant devices while using magnetic sensors, accelerometer (ACC) and Gyro-type recognition systems and in electric-based configurations, users must wear gloves or should physically touch the screen. Data glove devices are heterogeneous sensors devised mainly for hand motion recognition, and these sensors provide details of hand shape, fingers position and movement and different angels of palm. Hand glove-based sensors are extensively used in robotics and sign language communications. Accuracy and response speed of these glove systems are high with minimal interventions from hand surrounding environment but has challenges like higher computing processing systems, user’s hand size and shape and user-specific calibration processes.

Cetin and Erdem [11] uses a camera along with sensors to achieve higher recognition rates. In this configuration setup, differential pyroelectric infrared (PIR) sensor array is used along with an ordinary camera. As PIR sensors recognize all higher temperature bodies in the view range, it does not differentiate hand motions from other face, and body movements and hence camera is mainly used for hand identification. Any type of mobility will be sensed by any one of the sensors and camera will check if hand move is causing the locomotion then the data is processed in real-time.

Kurita [12] presents a non-contact scheme for measuring human hand kinetics using portable wireless motion-detection sensors. In this method, the current produced due to the capacitance difference between subject’s hand and electrodes is calculated. Using electrostatic induction current, the sensors will be locating the direction of hand movement.

Electrodes
Ouyang et al. [13] evaluate the method of non-linear features extraction and classification to categorize different hand manipulations using (surface electromyogram [sEMG]) surface electromyography signals. The non-linear hand features are measured referring from the recurrence plot which is used for representing dynamical attributes of sEMG signals during hand locomotion. Positions of electrodes to measure sEMG are defined by the musculoskeletal systems of the forearms and substantiated by muscle specific contractions like hand expansion and seizure.

ACC
Li et al. [14] used glove-based sensing technique for acquiring the rotary movement of hand and fingers. These sensing devices were fitted with bending sensors and ACC. ACC is capable of calculating dynamic accelerations like vibrations and static accelerations like gravity. Control applications-based consumer devices use extensively ACC for day-to-day operations.

3D-ACC in hand maneuver recognition system calculates velocity change rate along three axes (x, y, and z). In these systems, effective segments are scoped and hypothesized as array of feature vector. Using linear min-max scaling method, amplitude of operative segments is scaled. Using normalization techniques, range, and momentum are improved to identify the gestures.

GESTURE RECOGNITION ALGORITHMS

Multivariate fuzzy decision tree (MFDT)
Bien et al. [15] propose MFDT to learn and classify hand gestures based on decision tree learning method. In fuzzy decision tree method of cataloguing hand gestures, count of nodes is very large as the data is split using fuzzy membership; having large number of nodes causes lower performance rates. MFDT has smaller number of nodes as compared to fuzzy decision trees. In decision tree learning method, discrete-valued target functions are approximated and learned functions are symbolized as a decision tree. ID3 and C4.5 are the well-known decision tree algorithms. As compared to fuzzy decision tree, in MFDT, decision tree is formed using multivariate concept, but fuzzy decision tree uses univariate split concept.

HMM
Richarz and Fink [16] state that HMM is one of the most widely accepted tool for time-series analysis as this method is capable of exhibiting temporal relationships among different models and samples in addition to segmentation and classification. This capability is extensively used for training and interference by a different variation of HMM.

Yang et al. [2] define that, HMM is considered as one of the most popular approaches for dynamic hand gesture recognition. In HMM, hidden factors ensure different states and variants from these state transitions are visible. The output of HMM also consists of hidden information of state sequence, and though each state is not noticeable, potential output has possibility distribution.

Dynamic time warping (DTW) framework
DTW framework is one of the temporal classifier method, addresses the issue of motion velocity variation, and this method uses matching
schemes technique. This algorithm searches for best warping among sequences of gestures movement using distance matrices. The sequences can be of different dimensions or referenced misalignment. A robust cost function is used by DTW to carry out signal positions. DTW can also be used with other algorithms including HMM for improving the overall performance [17].

Latent regression forest (LRF)
Chang et al. [18] present LRF algorithm for estimating 3D hand posturing from a single depth image. This algorithm is targeted mainly for ordered coarse-to-fine search specific to depth images. In this framework, binary decision trees are learned with the process of repeatedly partitioning the input image into subregions; these subregions will correlate to specific skeletal joint. LRF can be considered as an aggregation of binary decision trees, trained on bootstrap sample. Three types of nodes form the tree: types of nodes are split nodes, division nodes, and leaf nodes. Split nodes determine the route, division nodes splits the search object into disjoint objects for input data proliferation and leaf nodes are the final terminating points that enact as skeletal joints.

Most discriminating segment longest common subsequence (MDSLCS)
Stern et al. [19] address the LCS method, a predecessor of DTW. Due to stable dimensional data strings, LCS has an advantage over Euclidean and Manhattan; in addition, LCS similarity measure is sturdy for noises. In LCS, noisy components of path movement will not be compared. Authors propose to use the classification algorithm most discriminating subsegments (MDSs) based on LCS algorithm; hence, named as MDSLCS. The key idea of MDSLCS is the automatic identification and derivation of MDSs which makes it a better classifier than extracting full gestures. Representing each gesture as MDSs is analogous to phonemes in speech or strokes in handwriting. A recognition result of 92.6% was achieved as compared to 89.5% recognition using HMM.

Support vector machine (SVM)
Glette et al. [20] use SVM gesture recognition technique; SVM is based on the principle of structural risk minimization which is an advantage leading to good generalization performance. SVM finds a solution using a nonlinear transformation referred as feature space in which an optimal hyperplane is determined. Hyperplanes with maximal margins are referred as optimal; margins are the minimal distance from separating hyperplanes to closest data points which is called as Support vectors.

sEMG
Naik et al. [21] define sEMG as an electrical recording of muscle actions and movements. sEMG is linked to muscle contraction strength and can be used only for control of prostheses as these sensors are not suitable for people with physical amputations.

Micera et al. [22], define sEMG as a mode for measurement of Electrical signals using electrodes positioned over the skin. Capturing sEMG signal is impacted by physiological, anatomical, and biochemical fiber type structure of muscles, depth, and location of active fibers. sEMG signals are also influenced by electrodes dimensions, materials made-up of, gaps between surfaces, placing of electrodes on muscle surfaces. sEMG signals are learned through different conjunctions and methods like monopolar in which only one electrode is placed on muscle surface for recording and capturing sEMG signals.

DATASETS USED FOR EXPERIMENTATION AND VERIFICATION
Sign language
Kalsh et al. [23] specify that one of the popular standard datasets for hand movement recognitions are hand sign languages.

Badi et al. [5] express human sign language as one the convenient and mandate method for communicating to hearing challenged person and deaf people. Sign language is one of the visual languages communicated using lip signs, facial utterances, hands and arm actions. Sign language understanding and identification process involve in precisely translating the sign actions and movements to speech/voice or textual messages. Sign languages are not global but instead are region specific giving rise to different forms such as American sign language, Indian sign language, Chinese sign language, German sign language and so on.

Sun et al. [24] specify that all the 26 alphabets in English vocabulary can be unique hand gestures. Recognition processes involve extracting the meaningful features from these gestures and interpret the specific meanings and finally generate tone or text messages.

Fig. 1 shows the mapping of alphabets and numbers to unique hand gestures in American sign language [25].

Color tip dataset
ColorTip dataset is one the public datasets used for hand gesture recognition and fingertip identification. These datasets consist of set of...
recordings and annotations captured from Kinect sensor camera. In this dataset, gestures are recorded from subjects wearing colored gloves as shown in Fig. 2. Each gesture varies in orientation and translation with complexity and challenging factor depending on the amount of intra-gesture variability [26].

**EMG**

sEMG signals are captured from human forearms by placing electrodes on the subjects as shown in Fig. 3. These signals can be used to manage real prosthesis or pragmatic devices.

EMG-controlled devices rely on the identification and analysis of forearm muscle contractions. Patterns derived from EMG activities specify each hand movement. Gesture recognition involves obtaining EMG signals using sensors, features extraction followed by features identification [27].

**KTH dataset**

KTH dataset is an action collection dataset with six actions: Boxing, hand clapping, hands waving, jogging, running, and walking. These six different actions as in Fig. 4 are executed by 25 subjects in four different environments such as indoors, outdoors, outdoors with scale variation and outdoors with different clothing [28].

**Weizmann action dataset**

Weizmann action dataset is a collection of video tracks at a resolution of 180×144 pixels. These action dataset consists of nine actors performing ten different actions including walk, wave, bend, jump, and run as shown in Fig. 5 [29,30].

**APPLICATIONS OF GRS**

**Robotics**

Yan et al. [31] specify the usage of gesture recognition in managing mobile robots. Some of the social robots are being administered by unskilled users and hence there is a need for simple and powerful interfaces between human and robots for effective communication. Interfacing through LAN to instruct the robots is one of the methods of interacting. Using sensors hand gesture movements are extracted as real-time data and are streamed as feature vectors. Predefined commands such as robot movement in different directions, change of momentum, stop and move were trained from users. Gesture recognition methods provided a simple, flexible and accurate system to control the robots. Users should exhibit all the patterns few times beforehand to train and then robots memorize these patterns and recognize specified gestures.

Manganelli et al. [32] explore growing neural gas (GNG) algorithm as recognition scheme for robot movements and responses. In this technique, initial training is not needed instead motion captions are fetched from sequential skeletal depth user’s data. This data are clustered by GNG and profiled to robotic response through reinforcement learning. Kinect sensor camera is used for user data capture.

**Television control**

Hu et al. [33] focus on automatic TV user’s posture recognition system to identify and trigger the camera-based GRS to control the TV. By this method, energy usage is reduced as more power is utilized to keep the camera device and gesture identification modules always turned-on so that maintenance expenditure is high. Sensors perceive user’s actions and face-based assessment to identify and interpret user’s behavior into finite state method. Some of the user’s actions studied include absent, other-action, watching and controlling.

**Rehabilitation**

Srinivasan et al. [34] focus on human movement's classification and identification in health-care applications with emphasis on rehabilitation. In telerehabilitation, gesture recognition plays a vital role due to a shortage of therapists and workplaces. Using the ultrasonic clustered Doppler sensing methods, movements are identified from the trained datasets. This method determines the momentum and angular information from doppler frequencies and direction of arrival (DoA) from the signals at the receiver sensors. Doppler frequencies collect DoA using Root-Music algorithm, and using Bayesian classifier method, movements are determined.

![Fig. 2: Color tip dataset](image1)

![Fig. 3: Electromyogram sensors and bracelet (a) sensors with bracelet (b) sensor one position (c) sensor six position (d) bracelet position on forearm](image2)

![Fig. 4: KTH dataset](image3)
Gesture for conducting music
Jung et al. [17] focus on the tool to assist the learning of music gestures for amateurs known as meter-mimicking. In musical concerts, each maestro uses unique different sets of gestures and also should ensure that these gestures are to be inferred by both amateurs and also expert musicians. Learning tool is based on the programmed detection of musical metrics by study of hand gestures. The musical patterns are recognized by DTW technique.

CONCLUSION
HCI is one of the advanced techniques for direct interfacing with computers as compared to keyboard and mouse. Hand gesture recognition along with other recognition techniques including face recognition, torso movement and eye gaze are the predominant HCI techniques. Hand gestures are communicated through dynamic movement like hand waving or through static poses like victory sign. GRS constitutes of different stages made up of gestures, gesture capture devices, tracking algorithm, feature extraction, classification algorithm. Kinect device and sensors are the well-known gesture capture device; DTW, HMM are the popular gesture identification algorithms. Standard datasets like Sign language, sEMG datasets are available for comparative studies.
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